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Abstract. Heart disease classification plays an impor-
tant role in clinical diagnoses. The performance im-
provement of an Electrocardiogram classifier is there-
fore of great relevance, but it is a challenging task too.
This paper proposes a novel classification algorithm us-
ing the kernel method. A kernel is constructed based
on wavelet coefficients of heartbeat signals for a clas-
sifier with high performance. In particular, a wavelet
packet decomposition algorithm is applied to heartbeat
signals to obtain the Approximation and Detail coeffi-
cients, which are used to calculate the parameters of
the kernel. A principal component analysis algorithm
with the wavelet-based kernel is employed to choose
the main features of the heartbeat signals for the input
of the classifier. In addition, a neural network with
three hidden layers in the classifier is utilized for clas-
sifying five types of heart disease. The electrocardio-
gram signals in nine patients obtained from the MIT-
BIH database are used to test the proposed classifier.
In order to evaluate the performance of the classifier,
a multi-class confusion matrix is applied to produce the
performance indexes, including the Accuracy, Recall,
Precision, and F1 score. The experimental results show
that the proposed method gives good results for the clas-
sification of the five mentioned types of heart disease.

Keywords

Back-propagation neural network, Electro-
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1. Introduction

In the recent decades, a classifier of Electrocardiogram
(ECG) signals has become a necessary and helpful tool
for diagnosing different types of heart disease. ECG
signals can provide information on people’s heart sta-
tus, while ECG signals’ cardiac cycles (related to heart-
beats) can directly be measured on human body sur-
face through ECG sensors. The heartbeat character-
istics can be observed through the analysis of the P,
Q, R, S and T wave components, and different heart
diseases’ diagnosing can be made based on these com-
ponents [1]. Even a small change in one of the compo-
nents may represent an issue.

Noise reduction in ECG signals is relevant for bet-
ter diagnosis. However, measured ECG signals often
contain many noise sources such as: power-line inter-
ference, baseline wander, muscle noise, motion arti-
facts, and other types of interference. A number of
methods have been applied in recent years to remove
noise sources. For the correction of the baseline wan-
der [2], Yang Xu et al. proposed the Complete En-
semble Empirical Mode Decomposition with Adaptive
Noise (CEEMDAN) and a wavelet threshold [1]. The
CEEMDAN approach has been applied to decompose
ECG signal original noise into a series of Intrinsic Mode
Functions (IMFs) from the high to low frequency [3].
With other noises, researchers proposed different meth-
ods such as canceling the power-line interference noise
using digital notch filters [4], and the muscle noise by
combining a frequency filter and a time window [5] and
[6].

For heart disease classification it is necessary to
analysis features of ECG signals, such as the mentioned
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P, Q, R, S and T wave components. Furthermore, we
need to take into consideration other elements such as
people nationality, age and sex, as these also affect the
signal. ECG feature extraction for classification repre-
sents therefore a great challenge for researchers. The
ECG features extraction is often based on studying the
different parameters associated to the P, Q, R, S and T
wave components, e.g. intervals and frequencies. Many
methods have been proposed for the extraction of ECG
features. They include the use of: adaptive thresh-
old and Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [7] and
[8] combination between features in the time and fre-
quency domains using Random Forests [9]; normalized
RR intervals and morphological features [10]; the Lin-
ear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) and the Independent
Component Analysis (ICA) [11]; and fuzzy analysis [12]
and [13].

ECG feature extraction has also been proposed by
using wavelet analysis or the combination between
wavelet transform and PCA algorithm. In [14], Qin
Qin et al. presented a wavelet multi-resolution analy-
sis, named as the ECG feature extraction tool, in which
a number of unnecessary components were eliminated.
Taiyong Li et al. [15] promoted a wavelet packet en-
tropy to choose the heartbeat feature for ECG classi-
fication. In their work the use of Daubechies wavelet
(db4) was proposed for classification leading to best
performance. In other works [16], [17] and [18], a kernel
Principal Component Analysis (kPCA) was combined
with one kernel matrix, and the followings were ap-
plied: one PCA algorithm, the polynomial kernel func-
tion, the hyperbolic tangent (sigmoid) kernel function,
the Radial Basis Function (RBF) and the Gaussian
kernel function.

In human heart disease classification, high perfor-
mance is a challenging problem as it may affect diag-
nosis. With the development of new technologies and
high speed computers, it has become an attractive op-
tion to build a classification system based on big data.
Many classifiers have then been proposed relying on the
use of deep learning techniques. However, each ECG
signals classifier is only suitable for one type of feature
data. Because of this problem, different classifiers have
been proposed, which have included: reservoir comput-
ing with logistic regression [19] support vector machine
[14], [20] and [21], genetic algorithm-back propagation
neural network [22], generalized regression neural net-
work [23], discriminative hidden Markov model [24],
fuzzy neural network [25], Gaussian mixture model of
Karhunen-loève transform [26] and decision tree [27].

ECG signals classification relying on neural networks
with deep learning have rapidly developed in the recent
years with promising results. Meantime the manual
feature extraction has become unnecessary. Serkan Ki-
ranyaz et al. [28] proposed an ECG classifier based on
1D Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) and real-

time patient-specific components. In their research,
the two major blocks of ECG classification are: the
feature extraction and the 1D CNNs with an adaptive
part. Other research by Wei Li et al. [29], represented
the local deep field method, which learns different deep
models and the local manifold charts. The local data
have been regionalized to concentrate on the local vari-
ation features. In [30] and [31] classification of heart
diseases took place from a deep architecture in a convo-
lution neural network for information, which was con-
structed within local distributions in hidden layer.

In the work presented in this paper, the Back-
propagation Neural Network (BNN) is proposed for
heart disease classification. In order to achieve a more
effective classification, a kernel is proposed based on
wavelet coefficients with Daubechies wavelet (db4) at
level-4. This allows for calculating principal compo-
nents using a PCA method, called “features of heart-
beat signals”. The proposed wavelet-based kernel PCA
(wkPCA) allows for extracting features with high dis-
tribution useful to classify different types of heart dis-
ease. The heartbeat features after the wkPCA are ap-
plied to the BNN for classification with high perfor-
mance. A confusion matrix is employed to evaluate the
classifying performance over five types of heart disease
in nine patients. Experimental results with high per-
formance classification can support clinicians in diag-
nosing heart disease. This paper includes the following
sections: Sec. 2. defines the proposed method re-
lated to the wavelet-based kernel; Sec. 3. describes
experimental results and discusses them; and Sec. 4.
draws the conclusions.

2. Proposed Method

The block diagram of the proposed method for heart
disease classification is shown in Fig. 1. The ECG
signals of patients are collected from the MIT-BIH
database. A Wavelet Packet Decomposition (WPD)
algorithm with the low-pass and high-pass filters is
then used to produce the significant coefficients that
are employed to calculate a kernel for extracting ECG
features. A Principal Component Analysis (PCA) al-
gorithm using the wavelet-based kernel is then utilized
to extract features of the ECG signals. For the clas-
sification of heart disease, a Back-propagation Neural
Network (BNN) is employed.

In the proposed method, the wavelet coefficients
(Approximation and Details) obtained after applying
the WPD algorithm are used to calculate the kernel
parameters and to build kernel matrices for the ex-
traction of heart disease features. Hence, the wavelet
coefficients and the determined kernel parameters are
projected onto a new feature space for determining one
kernel matrix on which to apply a PCA algorithm.
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Fig. 1: Block diagram of the proposed heart disease classifica-
tion with the wavelet-based kernel.

This process, called the wkPCA method, is applied to
extract ECG signals main features and to reduce di-
mensions of the feature matrix. The features resulting
from running the wkPCA method are the input of the
classifier, which establishes the type of heart disease.

2.1. Wavelet Packet Decomposition
Algorithm

An ECG signal records the heartbeats pattern, which
has among its components the P, Q, R, S, and T waves.
It may be difficult to recognize different types of heart
disease from these components by only looking at the
time domain. Therefore, we also look at the frequency
domain. We apply a WPD algorithm with Daubechies
wavelet (db4) to obtain wavelet coefficients (Approxi-
mation and Detail) of heartbeats [11] useful for calcu-
lating one kernel. In the WPD algorithm, a heartbeat
signal, ~x[n] with n samples, is passed through high-pass
and low-pass filters with down-sampling by two to ob-
tain wavelet coefficients. It means that the heartbeat is
divided into multiple of 2i, in which i is the level of de-
composition related to the Approximation and Detail
coefficients, while ~ai and ~di are defined as follows:

~ai =

∞∑
k=−∞

~x [n] g [2n− k] , (1)

~di =

∞∑
k=−∞

~x [n]h [2n− k] , (2)

where g[2n − k] is the low-pass filter with down-
sampling by two and h[2n − k] denotes the high-pass
filter with down-sampling by two.

In general, at the first level of decomposition, the
Approximation and Detail coefficients ~a1 and ~d1 are
obtained when the heartbeat ~x[n] is passed through fil-
ters. The component ~a1 is the input of the next filters
to produce ~a2 and ~d1. Therefore, this process will be
performed to the decomposition at level-i, to produce
the components ~a1 and ~d1. In this work, the WPD
algorithm at level-4 is applied to ECG signals to pro-
duce the Approximation and Detail coefficients ~a4 and
~d4, in which each coefficient represents the frequency
range of the ECG signal that we will use to calculate
kernel for classifying heart disease.

In practice, a heartbeat ~x[n] has n samples. There-
fore, in this paper, X[h] =

[
~x1j , ~x

2
j , . . . , ~x

m
j

]
is the set

of the heartbeat signals. When applying the WPD
method to the set of X[h] to determine the wavelet
coefficients of ~a1 and ~d1, one obtains the matrices
Wai =

[
~a1i ,~a

2
i , . . . ,~a

m
i

]
, Wdi =

[
~d1i ,

~d2i , . . . ,
~dmi

]
, with

i = 1, 2, . . . , l and j = 1, 2, . . . , n.

2.2. Wavelet-Based Kernel Principal
Component Analysis

In this paper, we focus on calculating a kernel that
can allow for classifying different types of heart disease
with the high accuracy. In particular, parameters of
the kernel will be calculated based on the wavelet coeffi-
cients (Approximation and Detail) of heartbeat signals
and then the wavelet-based kernel Principal Compo-
nent Analysis (wkPCA) will be applied for producing
features for classification. From the matrices Wai and
Wdi, one can calculate the standard deviations Sai and
Sdi which are described as follows:

Sai =
1

m

m∑
k=1

1

l

l∑
j=1

∣∣akj − µk
ai

∣∣2
1

2
,

(3)

Sdi =
1

m

m∑
k=1

1

l

l∑
j=1

∣∣dkj − µk
di

∣∣2
1

2
.

(4)

The µk
ai and µk

di are the mean values of k rows of the
matrices Wai and Wdi. Thus, the mean matrices are
determined by the following equations:

µk
ai =

1

l

l∑
j=1

akj , (5)

µk
di =

1

l

l∑
j=1

dkj . (6)

From the standard deviations Sai and Sdi of the
heartbeat signals in Eq. (3) and Eq. (4), the wavelet-
based kernel parameter σ2 is defined as follows:

σ2 =
αSai + βSdi

α+ β
. (7)

The hyper parameters α and β are chosen based on
the values of typical classification systems for control-
ling the balance between the terms of the wavelet-based
kernel.
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In practice, ECG signals have non-linear distribution
with noise sources and artifacts. Thus, it is applied
a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) algorithm us-
ing a wavelet-based kernel, called the wkPCA, to
project the ECG features extracted from the wavelet
transform of the heartbeat signals. Assuming that
W is the set of the wavelet coefficients and the non-
linear mapping function φ(W), the X → φ(W) is
determined. In addition, a Gaussian kernel function
with the wavelet coefficients is applied for the nonlin-
ear mapping functions, which calculates elements of the
kernel as described in the following expressions:

φ (ai, aj) = exp

(
−‖ai − aj‖

2

2σ2

)
, (8)

φ (di, dj) = exp

(
−‖di − dj‖

2

2σ2

)
. (9)

The indicators ai and aj are the wavelet coefficients
of the matrix Wai; while di and dj are denote the
matrix Wdi, and ‖ai − aj‖ and ‖di − dj‖ are Euclidean
distances.

From the non-linear elements φ (ai, aj) and φ (di, dj),
we calculate the wavelet-based kernel elements
k (ai, aj) and k (di, dj) as in the following expressions:

k (ai, aj) = φ (ai, aj)φ (ai, aj)
T
, (10)

k (di, dj) = φ (di, dj)φ (di, dj)
T
. (11)

Once the elements k (ai, aj) and k (di, dj) are ob-
tained, the matrices with the wavelet-based kernels
Kai = ~k (ai, aj) and Kdi = ~k (di, dj), i, j = 1, 2, . . . ,m
can be determined. One should note that the wavelet-
based kernel matrices Kai and Kdi, which represent
covariance matrices, have high dimensions and their
calculation have high computational cost. As a con-
sequence, the wkPCA method is applied not only for
extracting features of the heartbeats, but also for re-
ducing dimensions of matrices. The wkPC eigenval-
ues and eigenvectors are calculated using the following
equations:

KaiVai = λaiVai, (12)

KdiVdi = λdiVdi. (13)

The Vai and Vdi are the eigenvector matri-
ces and each matrix has k eigenvectors. In
particular, the matrices Vai and Vdi are de-
scribed as Vk

ai =
[
~v1k (ai) , ~v

2
k (ai) , . . . , ~v

m
k (ai)

]T and
Vk

di =
[
~v1k (di) , ~v

2
k (di) , . . . , ~v

m
k (di)

]T , in which λai and

λdi are the eigenvalues used to calculate the eigenvector
for features extraction and dimension reduction.

The eigenvalues with the wavelet coefficients
are chosen to calculate the eigenvectors with
length d, depending on the chosen dimension reduc-
tion. They are: ~λai = [λ1(ai), λ2(ai), . . . , λm(ai)] and
~λdi = [λ1(di), λ2(di), . . . , λm(di)].

In each eigenvector, each element will represent fea-
ture components of heartbeat. In addition, the eigen-
values are arranged in a descent way, and the first com-
ponents with the high eigenvalues often contain princi-
pal components used to be the input of the classifier. In
this work, one may just choose r principal eigenvalues,
corresponding to the following eigenvectors Ṽai and
Ṽdi with Ṽai = Vai (:, 1 : r) and Ṽdi = Vdi (:, 1 : r).
From the wavelet-based kernel, we can calculate the
feature vectors for classification with high performance.
Calling Fai and Fdi the matrices calculated with the
wkPCA algorithm, they are as it follows:

Fai = KaiṼ
T
ai, (14)

Fdi = KdiṼ
T
di. (15)

In addition, the matrix F̃ of the heartbeats is con-
structed using the wkPCA for extracting features as
described below:

F̃ =
[
Fai Fdi

]
. (16)

The matrix F̃ of the heartbeats will be the input
layer of the heart disease classifier.

2.3. Back-Propagation Neural
Network for Classification of
Heart Disease

Three Hidden LayersInput
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Fig. 2: Architecture of the BNN model for classification of heart
disease.

The classifier of heart disease employed in this re-
search is a Backpropagation Neural Network (BNN)
[22], which is described in Fig. 2. The illustrated BNN
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Tab. 1: Patient information in the MIT-BIH Arrhythmia Database.

Pat.
No.

Pat.
Rec. Sex Age

N
(Normal
beat)

S
(Disease
Type 1)

V
(Disease
Type 2)

F
(Disease
Type 3)

Q
(Disease
Type 4)

Heartbeats
of each
patient

1 104 F 66 163 0 2 0 2140 163
2 106 F 24 1505 0 518 0 69 1505
3 119 F 51 1539 0 443 0 106 1539
4 203 M 43 2525 2 444 1 130 2525
5 208 F 23 1584 2 990 372 86 1584
6 217 M 65 244 0 162 0 1868 244
7 221 M 83 2026 0 396 0 0 2026
8 223 M 73 2040 73 473 14 0 2040
9 232 F 76 396 1379 0 0 0 396

Total heartbeats 12022 1456 3428 387 4399 21692

ECG heartbeat 
with sampling at

360Hz
HPF 2 d1

LPF 2 d2

LPF 2

HPF 2

d3

LPF 2

HPF 2

d4

LPF 2

HPF 2

a4

x[n] 90 – 
180Hz

45 – 
90Hz

22.5 – 
45Hz

11.25 – 
22.5 Hz

0 – 
11.25 Hz

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

Fig. 3: Schema of the WPD algorithm at level-4 and the obtained coefficients.

model consists of an input layer, three hidden layers
and an output layer. The number of nodes at the
input layer corresponds to the number of features of
a heartbeat after the wkPCA algorithm has run. The
output nodes are designed to correspond to different
types of heart disease, while the three hidden layers
are applied to the BNN.

3. Results and Discussion

In this paper, the simulation results are shown to il-
lustrate the high performance of the proposed method.
In particular, we show the standardization of ECG sig-
nals for classification, with significant improvements
compared to several previous research results. In or-
der to extract wavelet coefficients, the WPD algorithm
with Daubechies wavelet (db4) at level-4 was applied
to heartbeat signals decomposition. Thus, the Approx-
imation and Detail coefficients were used to calculate
kernel for extracting heartbeat features. In particular,
the wkPCA was employed to extract heartbeat features
for classifying the type of heart disease. The heartbeat
features were the inputs of the BNN with three hidden
layers and two input-output layers for heart disease
clssification.

3.1. Standardization of ECG Signals

The set of ECG signals from nine patients were col-
lected from the MIT-BIH Database [32] in order to an-
alyze the type of heart disease. In addition, the set of
the ECG signals was assigned to patient records. The
heartbeat signals from each patient’s ECG are shown
in Tab. 1.

Tab. 2: Introduction of character names of heartbeat groups in
nine patients.

ANSI-
AAMI

EC57-2012

N, L,
R, e, j

A, a,
J, S

V,
E F

Q, /, f,
!, ", +,
[, ], x, |,
∼, B, n

MIT-BIT
Recording

No.
N S V F Q

Heartbeats 12022 1456 3428 387 4399

This paper introduces different types of heartbeat
classes based on two standard groups such as the
ANSI-AAMI and the MIT-BIH database as shown
in Tab. 2. There are five types of heartbeat classes
named as: N - Non-Ectopic Beat (or Normal beat);
S - Supra-Ventricular Beat; V - Ventricular Ectopic
Beat; F - Fusion beat and Q - Unknown Beat. In
this work, 9 ECG signals of nine patients were col-
lected from the MIT-BIH database. Each ECG signal
was recorded for about 30 minutes at the sampling fre-
quency of 360 Hz. For classification of heart disease,
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the nine ECG signals of nine patients were split into
21692 heartbeats, in which each heartbeat with one
R peak of QRS complex, was set to be 99 points on
the left side of the R peak [1].

3.2. Wavelet Packet Decomposition
Algorithm of Heartbeats

In order to obtain wavelet coefficients for calculating
kernels in the wkPCA method, the WPD algorithm
was applied to ECG signals sampled at the frequency
of 360 Hz. The sampling was performed using the
Nyquist–Shannon sampling theorem with the maxi-
mum frequency set for the ECG signal set up at 180 Hz.
In the WPD algorithm with Daubechies wavelet (db4)
at level-4, heartbeats of the ECG signals were decom-
posed by passing the high-pass and low-pass filters
to obtain the wavelet coefficients (Approximation and
Detail), with the frequency ranges ~a4 (0–11.25 Hz),
~d4 (11.25–22.5 Hz), ~d3 (22.5–45 Hz), ~d2 (45–90 Hz) and
~d1 (90–180 Hz). These may contain the main features
of the wavelet coefficients as shown in Fig. 3. The result
is represented by the wavelet coefficients (Approxima-
tion and Detail) at the frequency of 180 Hz described
in Fig. 4. The curve of the Approximation coefficient
(~a4) is shown in red color, while the detail coefficients
~d4, ~d3, ~d2, ~d1 are shown in blue, black, pink and green
colors, respectively. For heart disease classification
based on ECG and WPD processing, we considered the
frequency range from 0 Hz to 20 Hz, in which the ap-
proximation (~a4) and detail (~d4) coefficients were cho-
sen to obtain the heartbeat features.

Figure 4 represents five types of heartbeats and
waveforms of the wavelet coefficients with the cor-
responding frequency bands. Figure 4(a), Fig. 4(c),
Fig. 4(e), Fig. 4(g) and Fig. 4(i), show the heartbeats
corresponding to five types of heart disease assigned to
be N, S, V, F and Q. The remaining figures are the
wavelet waveforms as described in Fig. 4(b), Fig. 4(d),
Fig. 4(f), Fig. 4(h) and Fig. 4(j). The approximate
waveform ~a4 is in red color, and the detail waveforms
~d4, ~d3, ~d2, ~d1 are in blue, black, pink and green colors.

3.3. Principal Components of
Heartbeats

In this paper, we proposed the wavelet-based kernel
PCA (wkPCA) algorithm for increasing principal com-
ponents of heartbeats, which can produce a classifica-
tion with high performance. In particular, after apply-
ing the WPD to the heartbeat signals to produce the
wavelet coefficients, the components of the Approxima-
tion coefficient ~a4 with the length of 19, and the compo-
nents of the Detail coefficients ~d4 with the length of 19,
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Fig. 4: Representation of five types (N, S, V, F, and Q) of
heart disease and the corresponding Wavelet Coefficient
(WC) waveforms.

were used to calculate the kernel parameters as well
as the kernel matrices Ka4 and Kd4. Each heartbeat
then produced 38 wavelet coefficients after running the
WPD algorithm.

In practice, the distribution of ECG signals is quite
chaotic and it is difficult to accurately classify different
types of heart disease. For classification with high per-
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formance, heartbeat signals were extracted through the
wavelet Approximation and Detail coefficients, which
were then used to calculate a kernel for extracting
ECG features using the wkPCA method. In this work,
the Gaussian kernel function was calculated based on
heartbeat features obtained from the wkPCA. In addi-
tion, the dissimilar samples of the heartbeat feature in
five different types of heart disease were projected into
the feature space dimensions for classification.

The feature space with large dimensions needs to
be arranged in descending order based on eigenvalues,
while the dense principal features of the heartbeats
need to be chosen. Based on the cumulative sum of
information in eigenvalues, the number of the princi-
pal components was r = 10, which is the column values
of one kernel arranged in descending order. This was
chosen to recover over 98 % of information on features
of heart disease. It means that twenty features corre-
sponding to the first ten principal components of the
Approximation coefficients and the first ten principal
components of the Detail coefficients of each heartbeat,
were used to be the twenty inputs of the classifier using
the BNN for the five different types of heart disease.

Fig. 5: Representation of the feature distribution after the
WPD of five types of heart disease for training.

As for the features distribution of training datasets,
the Fig. 5 shows the distribution of the heartbeat
features five types after the WPD was run. They
five types are: N_Class-1, S_Class-2, V_Class-3,
F_Class-4, Q_Class-5. These five types are in Fig. 5
represented through the colors blue, black, red, pink
and green. Thus, each heartbeat after the WPD at
level-4 produces one Approximate vector ~a4 and one
Detail vector ~d4 and both the vectors have the same
size of 1 row and 19 columns. The distribution of these
vectors is represented as three pairs of the first three
dimensions of the training datasets (in coordinates).
Each axis denotes one dimension of the 38 dimensions
containing the wavelet feature coefficients (Approxima-
tion and Details). In particular, Fig. 5 shows the data
distribution of the first three columns of the Approxi-

mation and Detail matrix. The first, second and third
columns correspond to Dimension-1, Dimension-2 and
Dimension-3. The feature distribution of five types of
heart disease looks like sparse and chaotic, which can
affect high performance classification.

Figure 6 represents the feature distribution of the
five types of heartbeats in the new feature space di-
mensions after applying the wkPCA. The distributions
of these heartbeat datasets show that the heartbeat
features in the five types are dense. In Fig. 6 they
have been arranged such that each type can be easily
compared to the distributions of Fig. 5. The feature
distributions of the dimensions increase the classifying
performance over the types of heart disease. Similarly,
the wkPCA was employed over the testing dataset and
the feature distribution of the five types was arranged
in groups. The wkPCA plays an important role in the
high performance of a classifier.
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Fig. 6: Distribution of ECG training data in the new feature
space dimensions after applying the wkPCA.

3.4. Classification of Heart Disease

The BNN is employed to classify five types of heart
disease. In particular, the architecture of the BNN
consisted of: an input layer with twenty neurons cor-
responding to the twenty features of one heartbeat sig-
nal; three hidden layers with the different number of
neurons; and one output layer with five neurons cor-
responding to five types of heart disease (N_Class-1,
S_Class-2, V_Class-3, F_Class-4, and Q_Class-5) as
shown in Fig. 2. After the wkPCA was run, the heart-
beat features were applied to the input of the BNN, in
which the BNN weights were updated using the back-
propagation method. Based on the training data, the
MSE value was calculated between the actual and pre-
dicted values and the weights of the BNN stopped up-
dating when the MSE reached a value under 1.00·10−4.

In practice, the accurate classification of heart dis-
ease using the BNN model depends on choosing its
layers. The accuracy of the BNN model can be low
when the number of hidden layers chosen is one or two.
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Tab. 3: Parameters used in the heart disease classifier.

Hidden layer
number

Hidden layer
size

Hidden layer
active function

Stopping
Epochs

Connection
manner

Output active
function

3
[
80 40 20

]
Tansig 400 fully Softmax

Tab. 4: Training and testing data for validation of the classifier using the BNN.

Training
data

% 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
Heartbeats 2169 4338 6507 8676 10846 13016 15845 17354 19523

Testing
data

% 90 80 70 60 50 40 30 20 10
Heartbeats 19523 17354 15845 13016 10846 8676 6507 4338 2169

Moreover, the overfitting occurs when we have a large
number of the hidden layers, and this affects accuracy
of the classification. Therefore, when choosing three
hidden layers of the BNN model, the performance of
the classifier highly increased. In particular, the triple
[80 40 20] denotes 80 nodes of the first layer, 40 nodes
of the second layer and 20 nodes of the third one. In
this research the best BNN model for parameters and
functions was designed to best perform in experiments
for classifying heart disease, as described in Tab. 3.

Table 4 shows statistics that evaluate the classify-
ing performance, which considered the ratios reduced
by 10 % to 90 % between two heartbeats training and
testing datasets. All training data divided into the
different percentage ratios were used into the BNN.
Similarly, the testing percentage ratios were applied to
evaluate the classifier performance to determine a pair
of the best training and testing ratios for the five types
of heart disease. The BNN architecture with the pro-
posed layers and neural nodes produced the high clas-
sifying performance for the five types of heart disease.
Moreover, for an accurate evaluation of the classifier,
a confusion matrix method is employed for the five out-
puts of the BNN.

3.5. Multi-Class Confusion Matrix

A confusion matrix method [21] was employed to eval-
uate the classifying performance of different types of
heart disease in nine patients. Table 5 shows a ma-
trix with the five types of heart disease correspond-
ing to the five letters: N, S, V, F, and Q. In order
to perform a classification, four parameters were esti-
mated using Eq. (17) to Eq. (30). They are: Recall
(REC), Precision (PRE), F1 score (F1S) and Accu-
racy (ACC). The REC parameter identifies the actual
classes of heartbeats in percentage; the PRE denotes
the accurate recognition of predicted classes in the per-
centage ratio; the ACC is the percentage of accurate
identification of all heartbeats; and the F1S is the har-
monic mean value of REC and PRE.

The high performance is determined when large val-
ues of these parameters are found. This shows the good

Tab. 5: Confusion matrix applied for evaluation five types of
heart disease.

Predicted Classes

Actual
Classes

N S V F Q
N Nn Ns Nv Nf Nq
S Sn Ss Sv Sf Sq
V V n V s V v V f V q
F Fn Fs Fv Ff Fq
Q Qn Qs Qv Qf Qq

classifier performance leading in our case to accurate
results. The evaluated parameters of the confusion ma-
trix for the classifier are calculated using the formu-
las Eq. (17), Eq. (18), Eq. (19), Eq. (20), Eq. (21),
Eq. (22), Eq. (23), Eq. (24), Eq. (25), Eq. (26),
Eq. (27), Eq. (28), Eq. (29) and Eq. (30).

Formulas for estimating classification performance:

RECN =
Nn

Nn+Ns+Nv +Nf +Nq
, (17)

RECS =
Sn

Sn+ Ss+ Sv + Sf + Sq
, (18)

RECV =
V n

V n+ V s+ V v + V f + V q
, (19)

RECF =
Fn

Fn+ Fs+ Fv + Ff + Fq
, (20)

RECQ =
Qn

Qn+Qs+Qv +Qf +Qq
, (21)

REC =

RECN +RECS +RECV +RECF +RECQ

5
,

(22)

PREN =
Nn

Nn+ Sn+ V n+ Fn+Qn
, (23)

PRES =
Ss

Ns+ Ss+ V s+ Fs+Qs
, (24)
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PREV =
V s

Nv + Sv + V v + Fv +Qv
, (25)

PREF =
Ff

Nf + Sf + V f + Ff +Qf
, (26)

PREQ =
Qq

Nq + Sq + V q + Fq +Qq
, (27)

PRE =

PREN + PRES + PREV + PREF + PREQ

5
,

(28)

F1S = 2 · REC · PRE
REC + PRE

, (29)

ACC =
Nn+ Ss+ V v + Ff +Qq∑ , (30)

where
∑

= Nn + Ns + Nv + Nf + Nq + Sn + Ss +
Sv+Sf +Sq+V n+V s+V v+V f +V q+Fn+Fs+
Fv + Ff + Fq + Qn + Qs + Qv + Qf + Qq and the
values of Nn, Sn, V n, Fn,Qn, etc. may, as shown in
Tab. 5, be determined during the BNN classification.

Tab. 6: Kernel parameters for the Gaussian kernel function ap-
plied to produce the best classifier performance.

No. α β REC PRE F1S ACC
1 5 5 93.51 93.47 93.49 97.16
2 5 10 93.37 95.27 94.31 97.16
3 10 5 95.42 95.94 95.68 97.23
4 15 5 94.53 96.04 95.28 97.43
5 15 10 94.57 96.19 95.37 97.46
6 20 10 95.98 96.61 96.29 97.61
7 50 10 95.70 97.20 96.44 97.98
8 50 20 96.60 97.59 97.09 98.03
9 50 30 95.03 97.30 96.15 97.96
10 50 50 94.71 96.91 95.80 97.66

With the trained and tested datasets used to clas-
sify the five types of heart disease, a confusion matrix
was employed to evaluate the five types of heart disease
(N, S, V, F, and Q). In the confusion matrix, the ac-
curate performance was evaluated based on the results
from Eq. (17), Eq. (18), Eq. (19), Eq. (20), Eq. (21),
Eq. (22), Eq. (23), Eq. (24), Eq. (25), Eq. (26),
Eq. (27), Eq. (28), Eq. (29) and Eq. (30), in which the
diagonal values (Nn, Ss, V v, Ff, and Qq) were consid-
ered the correct classification, as shown in Tab. 5. The
trained and tested datasets were divided into the dif-
ferent ratios, which led to accurate results.

From the proposed method to calculate the wavelet-
based kernel parameters, we needed to determine the
parameters α and β for an accurate classification.
These parameters play an important role in the pro-
posed classification method. They were chosen through

various experiments aimed at finding the best values.
In the WPD at level-4 with the wavelet coefficients ~a4
and ~d4, the parameters α and β were statistically cho-
sen to find the best parameters. Table 6 shows the
experimental results using the proposed method with
α = 50 and β = 20. The result of the classifier had the
highest accuracy. In this experiment in order to eval-
uate the classification performance, it was proposed to
use 90 % training data and 10 % testing data of the
total dataset.

Table 7 represents ACC, REC, PRE and F1S for
evaluation of the classification performance related to
the wavelet-based kernel with α = 50 and β = 20.
In the classification method, the chosen parameters
α = 50 and β = 20 were the best values, allowing
the classifier to produce the best classification perfor-
mance. The chosen heartbeats ratio is 90 % training
data and 10 % testing data, the ACC performance of
98.03 % is the best classification.

Table 8 shows experimental results of testing the
performance of the proposed method on four types of
heart disease. In this case, the F type data in Tab. 2
was small compared to other disease types. We could
then remove it and only analyze the four diseases N,
S, V, and Q. Moreover, for the evaluation of the classi-
fier performance, the confusion matrix method as de-
scribed in Tab. 5, was employed with four classes. The
performance of the classifier with the four diseases is
described in Tab. 8, with the kernel parameters α = 50
and β = 20, and the best accuracy being 98.41 %.
In another case, we represented the classifier with three
outputs corresponding to three types of heart disease
(N, S, and Q) as described in Tab. 9. In this case, the
high performance of the classifier was determined when
we applied the confusion matrix method.

In addition, we estimated the experience for the clas-
sification of the three diseases N, S, and V to evaluate
the performance of the proposed classifier. Two types
(F and Q) of heart disease shown in Tab. 2 were re-
moved and the remaining three types (N, S, and V)
were used for the disease classification. In this case the
BNN structure and the kernel parameters were similar
to the cases that considered four or five types of heart
disease.

The number of types of heart disease chosen for clas-
sification, affects the classifier performance. Figure 7
shows a comparison of classification accuracy in three
cases of heart disease (three diseases, four diseases and
five diseases). This is based on different rates for train-
ing datasets in percentage. In particular, the result
shown through the blue line describing three diseases
(N, S and V), achieves the best accuracy of 98.52 %.
The green line shows the outcome of 4 disease classes,
which produces an accuracy of 98.41 %, while the pink
line representing the case of 5 diseases gets the low-
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Tab. 7: Representation of the classifier performance for five types of heart disease (N, S, V, F and Q) with α = 50 and β = 20,
and the training and testing datasets in percentage.

Training 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
Testing 90 80 70 60 50 40 30 20 10
REC 92.26 94.27 95.16 95.39 96.01 96.15 96.53 96.53 96.60
PRE 93.36 95.17 95.45 96.21 96.20 96.31 96.70 97.47 97.59
F1S 92.81 94.72 95.30 95.80 96.10 96.23 96.61 97.00 97.09
ACC 95.48 96.75 96.96 97.25 97.34 97.64 97.73 97.84 98.03

Tab. 8: Representation of the classifier performance for four types of heart disease (N, S, V, and Q) with α = 50 and β = 20, and
the training and testing datasets in percentage.

Training 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
Testing 90 80 70 60 50 40 30 20 10
REC 95.63 96.13 96.27 96.74 96.95 97.16 97.00 97.78 97.82
PRE 95.38 96.31 96.66 97.15 97.59 97.34 97.74 98.13 98.29
F1S 95.50 96.22 96.46 96.94 97.27 97.25 97.37 97.95 98.05
ACC 96.57 97.11 97.38 97.59 97.89 98.03 98.02 98.25 98.41

Tab. 9: Representation of the classifier performance for three types of heart disease (N, S, and V) with α = 50 and β = 20, and
the training and testing datasets in percentage.

Training 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
Testing 90 80 70 60 50 40 30 20 10
REC 96.11 96.59 96.97 96.71 96.79 96.91 97.00 97.45 97.62
PRE 96.10 97.00 96.96 97.12 96.93 97.31 97.66 97.67 97.96
F1S 96.10 96.79 96.96 96.91 96.86 97.11 97.33 97.56 97.79
ACC 97.26 97.90 98.01 98.02 97.92 98.15 98.21 98.46 98.52

est accuracy of 98.03 %. Nonetheless, the error be-
tween them (3 and 5 types of heart disease) only is
0.49, being therefore small and negligible. Wavelet

Tab. 10: The accuracy comparison of the proposed method
with other methods.

Authors
Method

for
Feature

Classifier Disease
No.

Accuracy
(%)

Hongqiang
Li [22] WPCs GA-BPNN 6 97.78

Taiyong
Li [15] WPE RF 5 94.61

Proposed
method

WPD +
wkPCA BNN 5 98.03

Packet Decomposition (WPD), Wavelet Packet Coef-
ficients (WPCs), Genetic Algorithm-Back Propagation
Neural Network (GA-NNPB), Wavelet Packet Entropy
(WPE), Random Forests (RF), Wavelet-based kernel
Principle Component Analysis (wkPCA), Backpropa-
gation Neural Network (BNN).

As shown in Tab. 10, the result obtained from the
proposed method is compared with other methods to
illustrate its effectiveness. In particular, all previous re-
search to our knowledge that used ECG signals of the
MIT-BIH database differently designed the way to get
accurate performance classification. In each research,
authors proposed different methods for extracting fea-
tures and classifying types of heart disease and the re-
sults produced different performance accuracy. In [15],
authors used the dataset on MIT-BIH with 22 record-
ings for training and 22 recordings for testing, includ-

ing types of heart disease including N, S, V, F, and Q.
In the datasets, the number of heartbeats was different
and there is a large difference with the five types where
the obtained classification accuracy was of 94.61 %. In
other research [22], authors employed the GA-BPNN
method with extracting features using the WPCs algo-
rithm for classifying six types of heart disease (N, L, R,
P, V, A), in which ECG signals were collected from the
MIT-BIH database. In particular, they used 30 train-
ing samples and 30 testing samples for each type of
heart disease and then the GA-BPNN with one input
layer, two hidden layers and one output layer produced
an accuracy of 97.78 %. In this GA-BPNN model, the
hidden layers used logistic functions as an active func-
tion. Moreover, a total of 48 input layer nodes, 50 hid-
den layer nodes and 6 output layer nodes were config-
ured. As discussed above, despite our research used five
types of heart disease for classification, while authors
in [22] used six types of heart disease for classification
using the same neural network, a main difference is
that our research proposes the wkPCA for extracting
features and that the result achieved of 98.03 % accu-
racy of classification is slightly higher than the 97.78 %
obtained in [22].

In this paper, we proposed the feature extraction
using the wkPCA and the classifier using the BNN
method, in which the wavelet-based kernel was de-
signed based on the wavelet coefficients at level-4 to
arrange and to distribute features of five types of
heart disease in nine patients. In particular, when the
wkPCA was applied, the feature datasets of five types
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Fig. 7: Representatio of the accuracy comparison of 3 different
cases of heart disease.

of heart disease were more easily classified due to the
arranged distribution. In addition, in the wkPCA the
features of each type of heartbeat are arranged in each
group and this makes the classification of these five
types of heart disease achieving higher performance.
As a consequence, choosing the parameters for design-
ing the wavelet-based kernel and the BNN with 3 hid-
den layers for the classifier represents the main element
for producing the higher performance in the work pre-
sented in this paper. Wavelet Packet Decomposition

Tab. 11: Accurate comparison of the proposed method and the
previous one.

Authors
Method

for
Feature

Method
Classifier

Disease
No.

Accuracy
(%)

Maya
Kallas [16] kPCA SVM 3 97.39

Proposed
method

WPD +
wkPCA BNN 3 98.52

(WPD), kernel Principle Component Analysis (kPCA),
Support Vector Machine (SVM), Wavelet-based ker-
nel PCA (wkPCA), Backpropagation Neural Network
(BNN).

Table 11 shows the comparison between two classi-
fiers with the same types of heart disease using ker-
nels for extracting features. In a previous research
[16], the kPCA method with the σ2 constant was ap-
plied in the classifier using the multi-SVM algorithm
without extracting features of heartbeats. This led to
a classifying accuracy of 97.39 %. In the work pre-
sented in this paper, we have proposed a classifier for
three types of heart disease, including Normal (N),
Premature Ventricular Contraction (PVC-V) and Left
Bundle Branch Block (LBBB-L). Moreover, the testing
dataset was proposed with 34 ECG signals, including
10 N, 10 PVC and 14 LBBB, and the wavelet-based
kernel has been built based on the wavelet coefficients
of three types of heart disease, which resulted in a clas-
sifying accuracy of 98.52 %.

4. Conclusion

This paper proposed a new method for classification of
heart disease where a wavelet-based kernel was used.
ECG signals collected from the MIT-BIH database
were split after heartbeat signals to calculate wavelet
coefficients. Thereafter the heartbeats were decom-
posed to produce the wavelet coefficients (Approxima-
tion and Detail) using the WPD algorithm. From these
wavelet coefficients, the wavelet-based kernel was con-
structed to determine features of heartbeats using the
wkPCA method for classification with the high perfor-
mance. This meant that the wkPCA was applied to
obtain the highest quality features of the heartbeats.
Therefore, the BNN was employed for training these
features for the classification of five types of heart dis-
ease.

The experimental results, based on ECG signals of
nine patients, showed that the proposed method rely-
ing on the wkPCA for the classification of five types
of heart disease, is effective and has high accuracy.
A multi-class confusion matrix was applied to evalu-
ate the outcome, resulting in high classification perfor-
mance of 98.03 %.
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